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What's New in the Jpg Image Optimizer Shrinker?

Jpg Image Optimizer / Shrinker is an efficient and intuitive piece of software whose main purpose resides in helping you
downsize your picture folders, in the interest of saving up disk space and making them easier to transfer. No setup is required
You can work with the application as soon as you download and decompress the archive, as it does not require installation in
order to function properly. As such, it saves you the time otherwise spent on setup operations, even enabling you to store and
run it from a portable storage device, on all compatible systems, with just a double-click on its EXE. Reduce the disk space
occupied by pictures on the fly Jpg Image Optimizer / Shrinker is able to work with files in bulk, allowing you to load a whole
directory of pictures and process them with a couple of keystrokes. However, bear in mind that the folder should only contain
images, as otherwise the utility may encounter an error and shutdown. After defining the output folder, you can press the ‘Start
Optimize’ button and watch as your files are gradually processed by the application. It should be noted that photos in formats
other than JPG will automatically be converted to this extension. While the level of optimization is quite high, in some cases
reducing the size of the files by half, Jpg Image Optimizer / Shrinker does not offer you the possibility of deciding how much
you wish to sacrifice from their quality, the operation being performed entirely according to a default configuration. A handy
photo shrinking tool To conclude, Jpg Image Optimizer / Shrinker is a practical yet uncustomizable program which you can rely
on for reducing the dimensions of your picture folders by as much as half, thus also limiting the amount of space they consume
on your PC. Size of the file is not indicated and it is too large. The output folder is not defined. The output folder is not
writable. The output folder contains other files. Create output folder Could not find output folder. Could not write in output
folder. Error while creating output folder Could not create output folder. Could not delete output folder. Error while deleting
output folder Could not delete output folder. Error while saving the output folder. Error while loading the output folder. Error
while moving the output folder. Error while copying the output folder. The output folder already exists. Error while renaming
the output folder. Error while moving the output folder. Can not write in the output folder. The output folder already exists.
Error while deleting the output folder. File name may not contain white space. Invalid file extension. Invalid file extension.
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